To Whom it May Concern,
I was just made aware of these bills being raised (HB 7199, SB 858, SB 94) that would mandate
a vaccination or allow doctors to give a vaccine to my children without my consent. I cannot
stress enough how this HIGHLY goes against my beliefs as a christian, my right to refuse
injecting anything into mine or my children's bodies, and my right as an American citizen/
human in general. There should NEVER be any mandate on ANYTHING regarding an injection
of something-especially when it is filled with toxic chemicals KNOWN to have adverse side
effects. This vaccine has killed hundreds of people and changed the life of thousands forever in
VERY negative ways. I was a victim of this vaccine myself. When I was a teenager I fell victim
to all of the advertising on TV and asked my mom to take me to get my HPV vaccine. I did not
have the understanding at that point to research things first because I had TRUSTED that
EXTENSIVE research was being done before something like this would come on the market. I
did not know that in 2011, probably the same year I personally received 1/3 of the vaccines that
are given in this series, that the Supreme Court ruled that vaccines (in general-all of them) are
"UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE" and the manufacturers cannot be held liable for any adverse
effects or damage caused by the vaccines. I do not understand how the highest court in the land
could SEE that they were unavoidably unsafe, not "safe and effective" and then say that no one
needs to be held liable as it harms our children, our citizens, even kills them! I wish I had known
to do the research then, I wish my mom had too but she was under the same delusion that
something like this would never be done in our wonderful country.
When I got the first vaccine, I was given ZERO information about what would happen, side
effects, what it would feel like, nothing. I went into this confident and happy that I was doing
something "good" for my body. I had absolutely no reason to believe otherwise. As soon as I was
injected I felt the toxic chemicals spreading through my body like fire. Within a minute I lost
consciousness. When I woke up there were several nurses surrounding me who all looked very
concerned. They gave me water and told me to sit tight. I could see in their eyes that this is
something that happened before which baffles me they would not tell me the possibility that it
could happen. Then they pushed me out the door like I didn't just have an adverse side effect. I
am positive it was not reported to the CDC's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System which I
have been told lists 406 deaths for this vaccine alone. I could not move my arm for 3 days after
this. I was in so much pain and later research shows that side effect never wore off for some
people. I was very blessed that those were my only reactions. After this, I was convinced that
there was more to vaccines than what was being spread about and have researched them ever
since. I am a highly intelligent and educated person, I now research everything that comes into
contact with my body and I am an advocate for even products that people use daily and the toxic
chemicals that are allowed in those. I will never get another vaccine again knowing what I know
now, and believing what I believe religiously. I will never inject my innocent children with a
vaccine knowing that the list of side effects for each and every one are pages long on the inserts
that are NOT given to clueless parents thinking they are doing the right thing for their children. I
could list 10,000 reasons and just be starting why these bills or anything like them should never
be passed and I will continue to fight for my God given freedom to CHOOSE what goes into my
body and my children's body and what does not. This should be protected at all costs, no matter
what people believe about vaccines. Parents should have a right to choose for their own families.
This is the beginning of a very dangerous road and we have a chance and responsibility to stop it

NOW. This should be the most obvious and only reason needed to stop this bill completely.
There have been deaths because of this vaccine, and that is only one of the side effects. If there is
a chance that a person could lose their life, regardless of how small that chance is, there should
never EVER be a mandate on it forcing children to have it, or allowing doctors/pharmacists to
give it without parental consent. Period. The conversation should end at that. If people want to
take that risk that is their God given right too, I don't understand it but they can risk their lives,
health, and well being all they want, but as for me and my household, we will stay far away from
injecting anything into our bodies, which according to the Bible and our beliefs are a temple for
the Holy Spirit, for God Himself to dwell in us. I have a right to say what does or does not go
into my body, His temple.
Thank you for taking testimonies, I have told other parents I know are concerned about this and I
hope they choose to send something in as well. I will be praying about this and hope I will be
made aware of anything else like this moving forward. In Jesus' name I ask that these bills, or
anything like it will not be passed.
Sincerely,
Maja Olsen Cederberg

